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PH public com. vs public practices in Lagos  

Lagos is an ideal place to observe religious pluralism and work to decolonize Public Health 



Understanding (Mis)-Trust: strategic for PH operation

 Nigeria first encounter with western medicine (Allopathic) violent

 Grounded in colonial medicine (great cognitive dissonance with traditions)

 Understanding “infodemic” there will improve trust critical for Public Health (PH)

 Casualties vaccine Polio North Nigeria & India (2000s): negative publicity

 Link vaccination HIV (Rolling Stone & Hooper): feeding the “narrative”

 Lumping together global “hesitancy” & USA (Tuskegee) & Africa



Multidisciplinary epidemiology

 Multiple approaches to epidemiology (history, medical sociology, anthro)

 Methodology not based on quantitative data but inductive/ethnographic

 From this perspective, the cognitive dynamic comes “from below”

 Critical of the “top-bottom” approach adopted by PH communication

 Public Health opening to issues of cognition & religious identity



Focus on the colonial past of public Health

 Colonial project, education & health & infrastructures

 Colonial Medicine:  Public health, hospitals, hygiene, vaccination

 Systematic opposition between “science” and ”superstition & belief”

 This epistemological opposition was grounded in scientism (19e)

 Thus, Colonial knowledge opposed religious worldview



The Public Health (western) view of Covid19 

 Aid (assistance) in continuity with past (political influence)

 Global South seen by North though the tropism of International Aid

 Discourse in scientific & general press 

 Africa is provincialized, made subaltern, peripheric vs centre



Discourse: Urgency for Africa & ”Europe vulnerable”



Statistical figures of Covid-19 in Lagos

- PH communication & local political elite

- Displayed in the big media 

- Stats: 2036 mort in Nigeria, 428 Lagos

- 23% had COVID?

- But reliability of statistics: 

- « The number of positive cases and 

fatalities from coronavirus in Africa 

could be higher than reported because 

of low testing and poor registration of 

deaths » (Guardian, 23.02. 2021). 

- Potential for new variants

https://covid19.ncdc.gov.ng/ 26.03.2021

https://covid19.ncdc.gov.ng/


Reasons why the PH communication is distrusted

 Public Health is linked with Colonial medicine

 Thus linked with hostile and foreign policy, its claims deserve cautiousness

 Externalization of decision process (not inductive)

 Fears of experiments (e.g.: researchers Paris)

 Fears sterilization, population control (Bill Gates & Social media): 

 Other health priorities on ground (Hiv & Ebola pandemics & Malaria)

 Political authorities distrusted (e.g. Lekki Toll Gate, Covid palliatives…)

 By contrast, contemporary Pentecostal megachurches are trusted (e.g. CE)



Porosity and conversation of health paradigms 

 In Lagos, conversation between Public Health & Divine Healing (e.g. 

Winners)

 Divine healing has strong affinity with Aladura & ATR (Alaafia)

 Continuity of practices vs discursive narrative of “Breaking with the past”

 Healing is spiritual not only “human-centered” but Holistic



DIVINE HEALING, VACCINATION & COVID-19 in CE

- Opposition in the media about 5G  (cf. ban on miracles controversy 2004)

- Confirmation of his stand about 5G by Pastor Chris in January 2021



What is the “conspiracy theory” about 5G?

 In April 2020, PC links Covid19 and 5G & NWO

 PC teaches in a very didactic way (school)

 His ministry is very “cognitive” (teaching & healing)

 Challenged by regulation agency for Media UK 

 Link vax with nanotechnology & 5G

 Add that people will not be vaccinated for Covid worldwide (cf. biblio)



Who is Pastor Oyakhilome of Nigeria?

- Christ Embassy aka BLW is a big megachurch 

- Pentecostals yield considerable public trust

- Pastor Chris is a famous televangelist in Nigeria

- BLW has a strong presence in the media (LCN)

- Influence tens of millions social media (KingsChat)

- Normative hostile views in secular media (cf. biblio)



Other mega-churches

 Issue management of mass gathering during Church meetings 

 Critical since crowds are essential in megachurches

 Covid-19 is widely understood as a satanic plot against the Church

 Apostle Suleiman regional tensions

 Pastor Enoch Adeboye (PFN): “only God heals”

 How to align PH and PCCs discourses about health?

 Conclusion: PH/trust/PCCs
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